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natural language processing (nlp) and translation are
some of the hardest problems for computers to solve
because of the many contextual and idiomatic
elements of speech. this has historically required a
native speaker of both the source and target language
to perform a translation.the recently introduced neural-
network based approach to machine translation has
brought on unprecedented translation accuracy and
fluency. as the leading global supplier of capsicum
products to the food and beverage industry, kalsec
has a long history of providing high-quality capsicum
extracts. we have two growing locations in the u.s. to
ensure the supply for our customers in case of fire,
crop failure, or inclement weather. this vertical
integration assures you about the growing conditions
and quality of our chili peppers. we use a natural
selection process on our seeds and work with a select
group of farmers to grow these peppers. additionally,
we can monitor the plants to ensure pesticides from
our neighbors crops do not find their way into our
extracts. we are then able to harvest in a way to not
include those peppers in our processing. we all have
seen overdubbed movies in which lips of the speaker
dont line up with the audio.as we prepare subtitles, we
could translate word for word, or phrase by phrase in
perfect alignment with the original content.however,
that would likely lead to inaccurate, incomplete, or out
of context translations.this is because each language
has differing syntax, word placement, idioms, and
phrasing. also a translation doesnt necessarily result in
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the same number of words in each language, hence
the out-of-sync lips problem.
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natural language processing (nlp) and machine
translation (mt) are both natural language processing

techniques that help computers understand and
interpret human language. nlp applies techniques that

involve computational methods to make computers
understand language. nlp has a long history, and
many researchers have dedicated their lives to

understanding how language works. as mentioned
above, this subtitle is the result of a collaboration
between amazon transcribe and the translation

project. the translation project does not itself create
subtitles (though it may provide translated subtitles to
amazon transcribe if they are needed for a particular
video or article), and has created and updated this

translation. the subtitle contains the header , followed
by the text of the subtitle. because the words are

represented in english, and the translation has been
edited to conform to some common style conventions,

the subtitles may be a little different from a natural
speech translation. this is the reason why subtitles for

natural language translations usually have a lower
quality and contain fewer words than those for english

translations. the translation project's subtitles are
available for review and comment in the subtitle

sandbox. if you find any errors or problems, please
submit a file with the problem to the subtitle sandbox.
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when choosing a video, you can choose to have
amazon transcribe try to match the subtitles to the

video. to do this, enable the captions button in the get
started section of the dashboard. then, enter the text
of the subtitle into the text box in the dashboard and
click the add text button. the video will be processed

for subtitles, and you will be notified when the
subtitles are ready. 5ec8ef588b
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